
































































































































































































forgotten my mask, and apologised, but each time I've been told," no problem." Strictly 
speaking I should have been refused service. None of the street-drinkers in the area wear 
masks at all whilst hanging around and they shop all day long in these two stores. 

6.) I believe there is a statement forth-coming from Richard Rowlands, a neighbourhood 
resident and community volunteer with BSANA and the Oxford Road SNF, who personally 
knows a few of the street -drinkers/drug abusers in the area. Mr Rowlands is a well-meaning 
person who has tried in his own way for several years to help any number of members of 
this drinking community. Sadly, Mr. Rowlands has had two persons that have rented a room

in his home on Anstey Road, die of alcohol and drug-abuse related issues. I knew both of

these persons myself and I also knew that they frequented the two shops being reviewed to 
feed their addiction. I saw them walk up and down Zinzan Street many times to get their 
alcohol and they were often very vocal and very loud as they went up and down the 
street arguing with their friends or arguing with themselves. 

7.) Currently, there are another two street-drinkers that Mr. Rowlands and I both know, that as 

they have told me "drinking themselves to death." I have had serious words with both of 
them. Neither are heavy drug users and alcohol is their main vice. Both as I know live at

and both primarily get their alcohol from these two stores. 

a.) One fellow by the name of-(not his real name) has had a problem with alcohol 
for many years. He has tried and failed to get off drink many times. He recently was 
admitted to the programme at Prospect Park, only to leave early and wind up passed out 
on Body Road (where I found him). A couple of years ago, after he and his girlfriend 

-(not her real name) who hangs out in this group), had a baby that was removed from 
them as soon as it was born, he had tried to sober up to get the child back. This never 
worked and once the child was permanently removed from he and , he gave up and 
returned to drinking. He has told me that he can't help himself and he ·•might as well drink 
himself to death." Both- and-frequent these two stores. I see them there 
frequently. Sadly-has frequently been passed out cold on streets in the 
neighbourhood all over the area. I once found him beating his head against a wall at the 
corner of Zinzan Street and Oxford Road (80m from my house) screaming and cursing 
himself so loudly I ran out of my house to see what the noise was. He bloodied and bruised 
his head massively. He was passed out this year on Oxford Road (and I believe taken away 
in an ambulance) and I have found-passed out cold on Zinzan Street twice and on 
Anstey Road once, and on Body Road as I stated above having left Prospect Park, most 
recently. I bluntly confronted him as he was semi-awake on Body Road "napping on the 
pavement" as he told me. I said," You realise that you are killing yourself with this alcohol," 
and he replied that with his baby being gone there was no point anymore and he didn't 

care if he killed himself in this manner. He continued to "nap" blocking the pavement and I 
had to leave him there. You cannot get ambulances to attend to persons passed out in the 
local streets anymore. (Noting that back in 2013 and 2014 you had a bit more success 
doing that). 
b.) Another fellow named-(not his real name) is also well-known to Mr. Rowlands and I. 
He has gone downhill particularly this year and I caught him once this summer outside 
Premier Shops and sat down with him on the Pharmacy steps and tried to have a heart-to - 
heart with him. (He was drinking a beer he had gotten from Premier there). I said the same 
thing,", you are killing yourself with this alcohol." And his response was," I know I am. I

can't help myself. This is the way I am going to go."

I do not understand how, in good conscience, that these stores can continue to provide the 

opportunity for people to kill themselves with alcohol. I do believe that they are fully aware 
of the sad nature of many of the most ill in those groups and yet they sell alcohol to them 

anyway. Serving these people and feeding their addictions are a primary source of income 

for both of these stores. 




























